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ABSTRACT
This is an original and first statistical inquiry into the potential effect of compassion on the pattern of decisions made by a statutory planning appeal board (PAB). As a contribution to the empirical research on development control using disaggregate data, it seeks to statistically evaluate by probit modelling the decision-making factors behind Hong Kong’s PAB decisions under the Town Planning Ordinance from 1990 to 2018. It found no evidence to support compassion of the PAB members had played any role in shaping their decisions upon planning appeal hearings. Incidentally, it was established that planning appeal decisions were affected by the gender mix of PAB such that the probability of a planning appeal case being dismissed increased with female presence on a PAB panel. This empirical finding deserves further in-depth analysis as this should open up new arrays of research with important policy and practical implications.
1. INTRODUCTION

Using a statistical evaluation of the factors behind Appeal Board decision-making from 1990 to 2018 under the Town Planning (Amendment) Ordinance of 1990, this empirical study aims to find out if compassion has influenced the chances of success in planning appeals for the development of houses and workshops in Hong Kong. It is hoped that this project would kindle an interest in the social and sex or gender dimensions of development control based on empirical evidence, apart from enriching the scope of empirical inquiry in development control, traditionally confined to impact on real estate pricing and efficiency, to social and gender dimensions.

The method used is to examine the publicly available written decisions of the panels of Planning Appeal Board (PAB) from 1990 to 2018, to identify decision making criteria and use a probit regression model to test three empirical hypotheses as to what influence compassion may have had on the outcome of the decisions over house and workshop development in that requires planning approval. The three hypotheses are specified and explained in the section Methodology.
This is a positive empirical project\(^1\) that sets out to examine a subject on an aspect of a major well-established research arena known as “development control,” which is an institutionalised means to ensure that the provisions of forward planning are followed. The typical development procedures in common law societies provide a mechanism (say, a planning board) for handling planning applications made by developers and also a quasi-judicial way to hear appeals by a tribunal from parties aggrieved by decisions on planning applications. The research interest in the aspect of planning appeal is predicated on the fact, established by a careful keyword search of research papers on planning, that the usefulness and strength of quantitative analysis has not been appreciated. Most works on development control by planning researchers in the past 20 years were qualitative and value-laden.

The use of statistics mainly occurred in case studies such as Montis’ (2014) study of Europe. Of the few quantitative works done on development control in the past 20 years, most concentrated on planning applications, while few focused on planning appeals. This is amazing, even though public access to data on development controls has

\(^{1}\) The idea was formalized first in 2016 in a GRF proposal (RGC Ref No. 17603517) “Planning by compassion: a probit analysis of the decision-making variables of the Planning Appeal Board.” The idea and statistical tests here were sharpened, where valid and appropriate, by the comments of 5 reviewers.
improved over the years. Studies of two common law jurisdictions are exceptional in this regard.

One jurisdiction, Hong Kong, is a unique urban area and international financial centre where the prices of property units and land are known to be extremely high by world standards\(^2\). Therefore, quantitative studies of its development control landscape have useful implications for rising land markets. The published works (for instance, Tang and Choy 2000; Tang et al. 2000; Lai and Ho 2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2001d, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c; Chau and Lai 2004; Tang et al. 2005; Lai et al. 2008; Lai et al. 2011; Yung 2011; Lai et al. 2016; Yu and Hui 2018) on Hong Kong were mainly the efforts of a handful of researchers from two of Hong Kong’s government-funded universities who exploited the non-aggregate planning data of Town Planning Board decisions.

The other common law planning jurisdiction is Melbourne, the capital of the Australian state of Victoria with a far smaller population than Hong Kong and the research works (Taylor 2013, 2014, Taylor et al. 2016) on

\(^2\) Hong Kong has been ranked as the world’s most unaffordable city by Demographia ever since it has been included in the survey in 2010 (http://www.demographia.com/db-dhi-index.htm). In 2018, the Median Multiple (Median house price to median household income) for Hong Kong was 20.9 (Demographia, 2019). According to Demographia, a Median Multiple larger than 5.1 is classified as severely unaffordable.
which were written by no more than two scholars. Taylor’s 2013 and 2014 papers both examined statistical planning appeals.

The apparent aversion to statistical inquiry in development control as a key link to urban or town planning stands in sharp contrast to jurimetrics, which are quantitative studies of judicial or quasi-judicial decisions initiated by Loevinger (1949, 1963). This school of thought has strongly influenced legal research in Brazil. Therefore, this work, with a test condition gender, would contribute not only to further and better research on planning appeals as a matter of development control – but also, as to be revealed, connect to the research on jurimetrics, in which gender is featured.

2. THEORETICAL CONTEXT

Human beings are, by nature, rational and compassionate (Snow 1991). In social ethics, it is said that “compassion is a virtue we cannot neglect in a world in which the human suffering of so many of our brothers and sisters is needlessly increased by oppression, deprivation and underdevelopment – by poverty, hunger and disease.” (John Paul II 2014: p. 64) It is the antidote to terrorism.
The idea that “compassion is rational” (Nussbaum 1996) is contested (Cannon 2005) in connection with gender issues. This paper does not dwell on this debate, but takes note of medical practitioners who have urged that the treatment of patients be “rational and compassionate” (Gourlay and Heit 2009). The position is that in decision-making that affects human well-being, rationality should not exclude compassion. Rather, the rationality of any decision should be informed by a compassionate understanding of the social contexts of those effected by the outcomes of the decision. This is a commonplace in the practice of medicine.

However, in planning “compassion” has not generally been a formally explicit operational concept. Unlike medical practitioners, planners seldom encounter “compassion” as an operational concept in the layman’s sense. However, Gordon Stephenson used the term “compassionate planning” in a 1994 pamphlet. His focus, as explained well by Alexander and Greive (1997), was the institutional preference for equity in social planning and his notion has been applied to landscape appreciation by Curthoys and Cuthbertson (2002). The connection between this concern for equity and the influence of feminism in planning (see for instance Greed 1996, 2011) is a fertile area for research.
Note that the expression “compassionate planning” has been loosely used in architecture (see for instance Latimmer 2013) and landscape planning (Curthoys and Cuthbertson 2002). Recently, a paper by Lyles et al. (2018) bearing the words, “compassionate planning,” appeared. This term has a long history and can be traced to the pamphlet, Compassionate Planning, by Stephenson (1994), as reported by Alexander and Grieve (1997). Such planning was not about “compassion” or “empathy,” as discussed above, but institutionalised social justice (i.e., democratic socialism). The way Lyles et al. (2018) handled “compassionate planning” did not articulate with that of Stephenson (1994), but it attempted to treat compassion as a variable. Yet the work has no statistical application.

Jurists differ over whether the law should or does consider “compassion.” Bandes (2017), who supported compassion, did not define it, but held that:

...compassion’s importance lies in its ability to aid decision-makers in understanding what is at stake for the litigant. In this sense, compassion is closely tied to humility: both are reminders of human fallibility and of the limits of individual understanding (p.184).

Compassion has been considered a part of justice. Cameron’s (2005) work recorded Judge Dickson’s statement that:
...[f]or the rule of law to be just it must reflect compassion,” and that “[f] or a judge to reach decisions which comport with justice and fairness, he or she must be guided by an ever-present awareness and concern for the plight of others and the human condition... (p.105).

On the other hand, Glass (1997) defined compassion as “feelings” that “call for an 'imaginative dwelling' on the particular circumstances of another.” He argued that since the law requires treatment of all as equals according to general legal principles, compassion should not matter. Fennan (2017: p.137) concluded that compassion “is largely absent from law and, unsurprisingly, law generally not only does not seek to protect against suffering, but can inflict suffering....Yet, some laws in some jurisdictions around the world refer to compassion, either explicitly implicitly.”

In empirical planning inquiry, most studies have concentrated on the rational aspects, while neglecting the element of compassion (or sympathy), although planning boards sometimes have to deal with emotional scenes such as protests by residents and/or property owners. It is safe to assert that compassionate considerations should be and are often taken into account by decision makers in the cases of the poor and socially underprivileged (many of whom are women in traditional
societies). Similarly, in decision-making where the interests of some or all of the general public are at stake, it is believed by many (stereotyping), often by feminists themselves, that female decision makers are more compassionate (McCormick and Job 1993, Cousineau and Roth 2012).

More particularly as far as this enquiry is concerned, whether or not the wealth or social status of a planning applicant/appellant and the gender of a decision maker have a bearing on a planning decision is an interesting theoretical and policy concern. It is held that while compassion has a passion or an emotional dimension, its manifestation and effects should be observable and can therefore be evaluated in development control as it is part of a rational quasi-judicial process. Written decisions of a development control authority in the public domain are accordingly the source of information in this inquiry.

3. INSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND

Obtaining planning approvals by the Town Planning Board (TPB) under the Town Planning Ordinance is an important link in the development control system in Hong Kong (Lai, Ho and Leung 2017). This system has been cryptically described as “planning by demand” (Bristow 1981) stressing its responsiveness to the development market; “planning by edict” which overrides “planning by contract” based on the leasehold
land system, thus attenuating private property (Lai 1998a, 2005, 2010). The statutory planning system as such has been characterised as a “black box” (Tang and Choy 2000), and it has been noted that decision time in arriving at a planning decision by the TPB has been observed to be extremely short: a matter of minutes (Lai et al. 2009).

A study (Lai et al. 2016) has found the system being manipulated by large developers by repeated applications, which marginally varied approved schemes for major development projects. The extant analysis has focused on the rationality of the planning practice (for instance Friedmann 1995, Alexander 2016). Few have paid attention to small developers or small development schemes from the stance of compassion for applicants as revealed by their social conditions (which we may called “proxies for compassion”), though researchers have found preference for small-scale housing (Lai and Ho 2001a).

“Planning without compassion” is an attempt to explore this under-researched area in statutory planning control as a social or communicative reality (for instance Fischler 1995, Innes 1995) as supervised by a tribunal that hears appeals against the TPB.
In Hong Kong, an applicant for a planning application aggrieved by the decision of the TPB under s.16 of the *Town Planning Ordinance* has a statutory right to a review under s.17 (a) before the same Board. If s/he is still aggrieved, s/he is entitled to make a statutory appeal to an Appeal Board under s.17B (Planning Appeal Board (PAB)) (Lai, Ho, and Leung 2017). The PAB may allow an appeal (i.e., it approves the planning application, overriding TPB’s original decision), dismiss it (i.e., it rejects the planning application), or remit the appeal to the TPB the respondent in the appeal. All decisions of the PAB are public documents, though the hearing is not open. In case an appellant or the respondent was aggrieved by the appeal decision, either may take the PAB to court by way of judicial appeal to the High Court (now the Court of First Instance). Most judicial reviews have been applied by appellants though in an application by a major local developer Henderson, the judicial reviews initiated by the TPB went all the way up to the Privy Council before 1997 and the Court of Final Appeal afterwards.

The TPB was established in 1939 and its present system of application and review has been in place since 1976. The PAB was introduced in 1990 to replace direct recourse to the High Court by way of judicial review. The decisions of the TPB and PAB are open to the public and can be accessed electronically using the website of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region Government. While the TPB’s decisions have attracted a lot of empirical research (Chau and Lai 2004; Lai and Ho 2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2001d, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2003; Tang and Choy 2000; Tang, Choy and Wat 2000; Tang, Wong and Lee 2005), there has yet to be a rigorous statistical analysis of appeal decisions (Lai 1998b, 1999, 2003). Given that over 28 years have passed since the PAB was instituted, this study is timely.

Note that unlike a deliberation by TPB members over a planning application, which may only take a few minutes, an appeal board hearing is like a court proceeding and members of the Appeal Panel often discuss at length evidence and submissions before the chairperson, who tends to be a senior counsel (Queen’s Counsel before 1 July 1997) and produces a draft of the judgements for members’ comments and agreement (if any). Dissenting opinions of Appeal Board members are not unknown. Thus, an in-depth study of the Appeal Board’s decisions may reveal more than any by the average researcher on those of the TPB.

This study seeks to determine the decision-making factors behind the Appeal Board under the Town Planning Ordinance (Planning Appeal Board) from 1990 to 2016, identify decision-making criteria, and use a probit regression model to test if the proxies for compassion have
influenced the outcomes of the decisions for housing and small workshop developments in some zones. Three hypotheses were tested.

Housing and workshop is a common “Column 2 use” (i.e., one that needs planning approval unless it is an existing use) for some specific zones. For housing developments, neither the size of a house nor its location has a minimum or maximum ceiling, while both aforementioned zones are generally not for major urban development. When the house applied for is a “small house” under the sexually discriminatory New Territories Exempted House policy, only an adult male villager of a recognised indigenous village (Lai 2000; Lai and Lorne 2014) may apply. However, this policy does not prohibit a woman from being an applicant in the shoes of her husband should he be unable to look after himself, or from representing or accompanying the male applicant in an appeal. Similar consideration could also be applied small workshops which are normally the source of income for ordinary individuals or small businesses. It is not unreasonable to assume that they can also be attached to some small scale housing developments.

It should be noted that the data used in this study are in the public domain and electronically accessible by anyone.
Many researchers such as Chau and Lai (2004); Lai and Ho (2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2001d, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2003); Tang and Choy (2000); Tang, Choy, and Wat (2000); Lai et al. (2008; 2016), in a research context mentioned in section 1, have made much use of probit/logic analysis of non-aggregate planning statistics. Yet, no prior attempt has been made to apply the method to planning appeals, although non-statistical studies on planning appeals decisions can be found in Lai (1998b, 1999, 2003), while Lai, Ho, and Leung (2011) have focused on town planning in Hong Kong.

The objectives of our statistical test are to find out, *ceteris paribus*, whether:

(a) the PAB panel members were more sympathetic towards poorer appellants or

(b) the PAB panel members were more sympathetic towards female, rather than male, appellants who applied for housing developments.

4. HYPOTHESES AND RESEARCH DESIGN
In this study, “compassion” is postulated to be related to the PAB members favouring appellants who were: (a) more disadvantaged in terms of financial capability and (b) female, rather than male, appellants who applied for housing developments.

Both attributes were predicated on the assumption that a compassionate person is more likely to grant preferential appeal decisions to apparently more disadvantaged appellants. Since Attribute (a) is not directly observable, the authors used the scale of the development measured in terms of built area or gross floor area (GFA) of the proposed development as a proxy. In addition, since wealthier appellants can afford to hire professional representatives (planning consultants and/or legal representatives), the authors also used company appellants as a proxy for the financial ability of the appellants. PAB members were considered compassionate in their decisions if they were more likely to decide in favour of smaller-scale projects or appellants who were not represented by consulting firms or lawyers, other things being equal. The basis of using smallness as a proxy for compassion is that that there is “widespread sympathy for small firms”, according to Tendler (2004) has been a general government policy (in the UK) and small business projects are given special support by the US Government under the Small Business Administration (SBA).
Since female indigenous villagers have been discriminated against in the New Territories under the so-called “small house policy” (Lai 2000), which provides that only male adult descendants of recognised indigenous village clans in the New Territories have the right to apply to build small houses (“ting uks”) on private (or, in some special cases, government land) unless a woman is approved by her village head under special circumstances. Furthermore, sociologists found that “women are typically rated more favorably than men on helpfulness, as well as on kindness, compassion, and the ability to devote one's efforts completely to other” (Beutel and Marini 1995: p.437). Therefore, compassionate PAB members should be more sympathetic towards female appellants who apply for housing developments.

Besides these two appellant attributes that might have affected the PAB’s decisions, the authors also needed to control for: (1) the complexity of the case and (2) female members in the PAB.

Since the decisions being studied are planning appeals, many factors had already been considered by the TPB as the respondent. Unless the TPB made obvious mistakes, which was unlikely, simple and straight cases were easily dismissed by the PAB. The authors proxied the complexity
of a case by the time the PAB needed to make a decision, which is the duration between: (a) the date of the first hearing and (b) the date on which panel chairpersons and members signed the decision. (This is called the “decision duration”.) The authors expected that the probability of a successful appeal being positively correlated negatively with decision duration, although the relationship may not be linear.

Of the 57 relevant individual planning appeal decisions, 38 panels (>50%) had female members. A textual analysis of the decisions made by those panels with female members was conducted and found that seven expressed a degree of understanding or at least some concern over the fact that the appellants in four of the appeals were female. Such understanding or concern was expressed with words such as “sympathetic” (Appeal No.16/95), “hardship” (No.26/95), “unfortunate” (No.4/97) (female appellant), “(there is no) humanitarian reasons” (No.10/03) (female appellant), “full appreciation” (No.24/05) (female appellant), “appreciation for the appellant's request” (No.01/09) (female appellant), and “the Appeal Board has also taken note of those letters of recommendation issued by the Heung Yee Kuk” (Nos.09 and 10/2014). Therefore, it is possible that appeal decisions may be affected by female representation in the PAB. This potential factor needs to be controlled in any empirical analysis.
Following the modelling approach in previous studies on planning decisions (such as those by Butsic, Lewis and Ludwig 2011; Chau and Lai 2004; Ferris and Newburn 2013; Lai and Ho 2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2001d, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2003; Tang and Choy 2000; Tang, Choy and Wat 2000; Tang, Wong and Lee 2005), the authors estimated a probit model using planning appeal cases in Hong Kong to test the following hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 1**: Planning appeals cases involving smaller-scaled development, either measured by gross floor area (GFA) or site area (SA), were more likely to be successful, other things being equal.

**Hypothesis 2**: The PAB was more likely to dismiss cases in which consulting firms were hired to represent the appellant, other things being equal.

**Hypothesis 3**: Female appellants who applied for housing developments were more likely to be successful in planning appeals, other things being equal.
Model specification
The authors modeled the planning appeal outcome using a dichotomous dependent variable, OUTCOME, which equaled 1 if the appeal was successful and zero if otherwise. They assumed that the probability of success \( P(\text{OUTCOME}=1) \), \( Prob \), is a function of a number of factors \( X_i \), such that:

\[
p(x_{a1}, x_{a2}, \ldots, x_{aj}) = F(\beta_0 + \beta_1 x_{a1} + \cdots + \beta_j x_{aj}) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \exp\left(\frac{-t^2}{2}\right) dt \quad (1)
\]

or equivalently:

\[
Prob = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x_{a1} + \cdots + \beta_j x_{aj} \quad (2)
\]

Where \( Prob = F^{-1}[p(x_{a1}, x_{a2}, \ldots, x_{aj})] \)

Based on the above analysis, the authors estimated the following empirical model with planning appeal case data from Hong Kong:

\[
Prob = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{SCALE} + \beta_1 \text{COM} + \beta_1 \text{FeA} + \beta_1 \text{FeBM} + \\
\beta_1 \text{FeBC} + \beta_1 \text{DD} + \beta_1 \text{DD}^2 + \beta_1 \text{HOUSE} + \varepsilon \quad (3)
\]

Where:
\textit{Prob} is the probability that the appeal case was successful and 0 if otherwise.

\textit{SCALE} is the scale of the development, which was measured either by the GFA or SA.

\textit{COM} is a dummy variable that equaled 1 if the appellant was represented by a consulting company and zero if otherwise.

\textit{FeA} is a dummy variable that equaled 1 if the appellant was a woman who applied for a housing development and zero if otherwise.

\textit{FeBM} is the number of female appeal board members.

\textit{FeBC} is a dummy variable that equaled 1 if the chairperson of the Appeal Board was a woman and zero if otherwise.

\textit{DD} is the decision duration, which is the number of days between a hearing and the decision date on an appeal case.

\textit{HOUSE} is a dummy variable that equaled 1 if the appeal case involved building residential units and zero if otherwise.

The authors included the squared term of \textit{DD} to cater for the possibility of a non-linear relationship. Similarly, \textit{HOUSE} was included to control for the possibility that the probability of success was related to whether the
development involved building residential units. The expected signs of the coefficients are shown in Table 1.

**Table 1: Expected signs of coefficients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Expected Sign</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCALE</td>
<td>-ve</td>
<td>Hypothesis 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>-ve</td>
<td>Hypothesis 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeA</td>
<td>+ve</td>
<td>Hypothesis 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeBM</td>
<td>+ve</td>
<td>Control variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeBC</td>
<td>+ve</td>
<td>Control variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>+ve</td>
<td>Control variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD²</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Control variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSE</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Control variable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data Collection**

This section discusses the disaggregate data utilized to develop an econometric model of planning applications in Hong Kong.

Data used in the empirical estimation was extracted from the disaggregate data for all planning appeal hearings for application in Green Belt and Agriculture zones for the years 1990-2018 collected from the website of the Appeal Board. These planning records cover the
characteristics of planning appeal applications, such as locations, gross SA, existing GFA, proposed GFA, lot number, the dates of application and meeting, etc.

Specifically, our data set will include the followings:

(a) The number of appeals involving house and workshop applications in all relevant zones by year from 1990 to 2018.
(b) The incidence of appeals allowed involving house and workshop applications in Green Belt zones by year from 1990 to 2018.
(c) The number of female Appeal Board panel members in the appeals allowed/dismissed.
(d) The number of appeals involving house and workshop applications in Green Belt and Agriculture zones (vis-à-vis other zones) by year from 1990 to 2018.
(e) The incidence of appeals allowed involving house applications in Green Belt and Agriculture zones (vis-à-vis other zones) by year from 1990 to 2018.
(f) The number of female representatives of the appellants in the appeals allowed/dismissed in Green Belt and Agriculture zones (vis-à-vis other zones).
5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

The empirical results are presented in Table 2. Column 1 and 2 show that results of the full sample.

**Table 2: Empirical results of probit regression**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Col1</th>
<th>Col2</th>
<th>Col3</th>
<th>Col4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Constant</strong></td>
<td><strong>GFA</strong></td>
<td><strong>SA</strong></td>
<td><strong>COM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.7267 **</td>
<td>0.1219</td>
<td>0.0427</td>
<td>-0.0552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.5480)</td>
<td>(0.1825)</td>
<td>(0.1476)</td>
<td>(0.8096)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>FeA</strong></td>
<td><strong>FeBM</strong></td>
<td><strong>DD</strong></td>
<td><strong>DD^2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.7634 *</td>
<td>-0.7536 **</td>
<td>2.6243 **</td>
<td>-0.4008 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.0589)</td>
<td>(0.3651)</td>
<td>(1.2045)</td>
<td>(0.1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>HOUSE</strong></td>
<td><strong>DD</strong></td>
<td><strong>DD^2</strong></td>
<td><strong>HOUSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.363</td>
<td>-0.4001</td>
<td>-0.3948</td>
<td>-0.363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.7189)</td>
<td>(0.7062)</td>
<td>(0.7234)</td>
<td>(0.7189)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The effect of the size of a development on its planning appeal success is statistically insignificant. When it comes to appeals, unlike planning reviews, small is not necessarily beautiful as it did not win more compassion. The authors tested both the floor area that would be built (GFA) (Col 1 in Table 2) and the area of the land on which the building (SA) (Col 2 in Table 2) stood. Both factors were found to have no effect on the probability of planning appeal success. This suggests that the scale of development, unlike the case of planning applications under s.16 (Lai and Ho 2001a), had no effect on the probability of success in planning appeals under s.17B. Therefore, the empirical evidence does not support Hypothesis 1.

The same applied to a case with an appellant represented by a professional consultant (COM in Table 2) (Hypothesis 2). The coefficient of COM is insignificant, indicating there was no significant difference in the chance of appeal success whether or not the appellant hires a professional consultant.
professional consultant to represent him/her. The result suggests that the PAB did not discriminate against richer appellants nor did they show more sympathy towards appellants who could not afford to hire professional consultants. This result does not support Hypothesis 2.

The coefficient of FeA (female appellant apply for house development) is positive and significant at the 10% level when scale of the project is measured by GFA but becomes insignificant when SA was used as a measure of scale. The slightly higher chance of success for a female appellant shows some support for hypothesis 3. However, the evidence is too weak to conclude that the PAB was more sympathetic towards a female appellant who applied to TPB for house development.

When we included FeBC (female PAB chair) as a control variable, no conclusive result could be estimated. Further examination of the data reveals that all appeal cases were rejected whenever a PAB panel was chaired by a lady, thus FeBC is perfectly collinear with the probability of planning appeal success. Since there are not many cases with female PAB chairpersons, we excluded these cases and re-estimated the probit model again. The results are shown in Col 3 and Col 4 of Table 2. The results are similar to those of the full sample – there is no evidence to support either Hypothesis 1 or 2. The coefficient of FeA is also
insignificant implying that the PAB panels did not show compassion toward female appellants as covered by Hypothesis 3. In other words, we can confidently conclude that the empirical results do not support Hypothesis 1 or 2 and only lend some weak support for Hypothesis 3.

From the above results, one can argue that there was no statistical evidence of readiness to rule in favour of an appeal on the grounds of compassion due to the relatively smaller size or lower wealth of the appellant. It did not matter whether the lot size was large or small. Nor was the size or number of houses applied for significant in influencing an appeal decision.

It is worth noting that “house” use under appeal in most cases in Hong Kong, specifically in the places where the appeal cases were situated, were New Territories Exempted Houses (NTEH) or the so-called “small houses” (Lai 2000), which were of standard size and height. Normally, an eligible applicant is a male descendent of villagers in a “recognised village” who has reached 18 and has not built one small house can only build on private land within a “village environ,” (within 300 feet perimeter measured from the outmost corners of the outermost houses of the village as in 1972). In this case there is no government gift of land or infrastructural support (notably sewerage). In an unusual case, he
may build on free government land and enjoy a subsidy in kind, but this subsidy would disappear once the applicant sells the house, as he would then have to pay a premium. In either case, there is sexual discrimination against female villagers.

Furthermore, there is little evidence to suggest that it being of the female sex in a male-dominated planning appeal system gave the appellant any advantage in winning an appeal; female appellants were found in this study treated equally as male appellants. In the 37 appeal cases in which there was at least a woman appellant, there was no statistical evidence that the presence of a woman on the Appeal Board panel gave the appellant any advantage over the TPB.

Of the 57 appeal cases, 42 had at least one woman serving as a member, if not the chair, of the Appeal Board panel. This somehow evened out most cases and prevented one from concluding that women in such a position were more compassionate in making decisions on planning matters.

The control variable DD, which measures decision duration, was found positive and significant as expected. The coefficient of DD\(^2\) is negative and significant, indicating that the relationship was not linear. The
positive impact of DD on the probability of planning appeal success diminished as this variable increased.

Contrary to intuition based on our preliminary textual analysis of the appeal decisions, which used more sympathetic words where there was one or more female PAB members, the coefficient of FeBM was found to be both negative and significant, meaning that the probability of planning appeal success decreased as the number of female PAB member increased. This result, to our surprise, is not consistent with the use of more sympathetic words in appeal decisions when there was at least one female PAB member but consistent with the observation that all appeals were dismissed when the PAB was chaired by a woman. The empirical results provides strong evidence that the gender mix of PAB did affect the outcome of the planning appeal decision in a way that contradicts intuition. It is noteworthy the results in this study lend support to the empirical findings about US federal appellate court decisions involving female judges (Peresie 2004). That gender mix of the PAB affected planning appeal decisions is something that deserves more attention. More empirical research is needed to validate the results and, if validated, further scientific studies in search of a plausible theoretical explanation are worth doing.
6. CONCLUSION

This paper is the first statistical attempt to examine the influence of compassion on decisions made by tribunals regarding the granting of development permissions. The numerical findings, which used publicly available data extracted from Hong Kong planning appeal decisions and focused on the proxies of compassion based on the gender and wealth of the applicants, did not establish a strong presence of these factors, as Eisenberg et al. (2012) discovered. Eisenberg et al. (2012) was a study that found that in Israel Supreme Court, the female justice coefficients were “consistently jointly statistically significant” in affecting decisions. Wei and Xiong (2019) found no such effect for People’s Republic of Chinese district courts in 2 provinces on ground that the courts allowed no discretion.

Whether the notion of a gender-neutral “public interest” paradigm (Sandercock and Kliger 1998) still applied to Hong Kong’s planning appeal system remains to be examined pending the availability of further and better publicly available data.

Suffice it to say that a textual analysis of the decisions involved pointed to the significant “personal” factors in affecting decisions – notably the gender of the chairperson in a tribunal. These observations on decisions
on morally or ethically neutral land use matters, should contribute to research on jurimetrics, which has been largely driven by morally or ethical sensitive issues, as the decision-making process of the appeal panels as tribunals is quasi-judicial. Jurimetrics have generally focused on: (a) factors that affect the gender-specific empathy (as a dimension of compassion) of judges (as in the study of Glynn and Sen 2015) or (b) whether gender affects judicial or jury decisions (McCormick and Job 1993, Songer and Crews-Meyer 2000, Knight and Latreille 2001, Peresie 2005, Miller and Maier 2008, Chew 2010, Eisenberg et al. 2012, Weinberg and Nielsen 2012, Negowetti 2014, Lim et al. 2016, Grönlund et al. 2017, Harris and Sen 2019, Wei and Xiong 2019). This paper falls within the general ambit of decision making science that underlies (b).

This work should advance our understanding of development control in a common law jurisdiction where land prices are known to be extremely high by world standards. It is hoped that this work will kindle greater interest in quantitative analysis of decision making in development control, if not serving as a bridgehead for empirical planning studies that cross over to gender studies.
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